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He was the only child of the family. Special care was taken that he learned French. During his time at the
school he had one more tutor, but the role of this person was to engage him in educational discussions, to take
him to museums, galleries, and the opera. This man was the first friend in his life. Before that he had been
isolated from his peers by his mother. At school a special emphasis was given to the Greek and Latin
languages and Greek and Roman literature. His Latin teacher, who had anti-Semitic sentiments and later
participated in the Austrian Nazi movement , accused him of having plagiarized this work. The latter hospital
specialized in the treatment of syphilis , which provided shocking experiences for Kohut. In Paris he became
acquainted with Jacques Palaci, a Jewish medical student from Istanbul , and paid a visit to him in Sometime
after this Kohut went to psychotherapy with a man named Walter Marseilles, who does not seem to have been
very competent at his trade. He was eventually allowed to take them, after all the Jewish professors had been
removed from the university. The Nazis then effectively confiscated all property owned by Jews. The property
had to be sold at much less than its real value, and much of the rest was taken by the state in taxes. Kohut
eventually left Austria, landing first in a refugee camp in Kent , England. Many of his relatives, who had
stayed behind, were subsequently killed in the Holocaust. In February he was allowed to travel in a British
convoy to Boston , from where he travelled to Chicago by bus. A friend from Vienna, Siegmund Levarie ,
who had earlier emigrated to live with an uncle in Chicago and would subsequently be a famous musicologist
in the United States, arranged a visa for him and invited him to join him there. Kohut became a prominent
member of the Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis. He was such a strong proponent of the traditional
psychoanalytic perspective that was dominant in the United States that he jokingly called himself "Mr.
Development of self psychology[ edit ] In the aftermath of World War II and the Holocaust , Freudian analysis
focused on individual guilt and tended not to reflect the new zeitgeist the emotional interests and needs of
people struggling with issues of identity, meaning, ideals, and self-expression. He then developed his ideas
around what he called the tripartite three-part self. In contrast to traditional psychoanalysis, which focuses on
drives instinctual motivations of sex and aggression , internal conflicts, and fantasies, self psychology thus
placed a great deal of emphasis on the vicissitudes of relationships. Kohut demonstrated his interest in how we
develop our "sense of self" using narcissism as a model. If a person is narcissistic , it will allow him to
suppress feelings of low self-esteem. By talking highly of himself, the person can eliminate his sense of
worthlessness. Historical context[ edit ] Kohut expanded on his theory during the s, a time in which aggressive
individuality, overindulgence, greed, and restlessness left many people feeling empty, fragile, and fragmented.
According to biographer Charles Strozier, "Kohut In other words, children need to idealize and emotionally
"sink into" and identify with the idealized competence of admired figures. They also need to have their
self-worth reflected back " mirrored " Note: These experiences allow them to thereby learn the self-soothing
and other skills that are necessary for the development of a healthy cohesive, vigorous sense of self. For
example, therapists become the idealized parent and through transference the patient begins to get the things
he has missed. The patient also has the opportunity to reflect on how early the troubling relationship led to
personality problems. Narcissism arises from poor attachment at an early age. Freud also believed that
narcissism hides low self-esteem, and that therapy will reparent them through transference and they begin to
get the things they missed. International Universities Press , New York. The Restoration of the Self
International Universities Press, New York.
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Chapter 3 : The Kohut Seminars : Heinz Kohut :
The seminars, focusing on treatment of late adolescents and young adults in a university setting, provide the reader with
an unparalleled opportunity to study the spontaneous workings of Kohut s mind as he moved from clinical experience to
theory and then back to clinical experiences.
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